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Agenda

- Updates from last version
  - Service Intent Requirements
  - OAM Requirements
  - Updates to Deployment Requirements
- Next steps
Service Intent Requirements

- E2E intent-aware paths spanning multiple domains
  - The intent requirement applies to CE-PE links as well
    - Minimization of E2E metric
      - Delay metric, igp metric etc
    - Exclusion/inclusion of link-affinity

- Virtual network functions deployment
  - Service chain indicated via color
OAM Requirements

- Support E2E Ping/traceroute
  - Support MPLS ping/traceroute based on RFC 8029 and RFC 8287
  - RFC 9256 based mechanism for SRv6
- Ability to validate path inside a domain
- Statistics on the ingress/transit/egress on a per path/per color basis
Updates

- Traffic steering requirements updated for per-flow steering
- Deployment Requirement section updated with new section on domains with non-congruent color to intent mapping
Next Steps

- Request review and comments
- Work on Multicast Requirements
- Ready for WG adoption
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